TOY # 020

NAME: Hide Inside Surprise

PIECES: 7

AGE: 12 months and up

LEVEL: Infant Toddler

PRICE: $29.99

MANUFACTURE: Discovery Toys

NOTE: Bunny has been replaced with a pig as of Jan 2019

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=268773%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 1 soft box with pockets and inside storage

6 animals: puppy, fish, duck, lamb, pig, and mouse.

All made of soft fabrics with squeakers, rattles, chimes, crinkle, or vanilla scent.

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Children encounter a wonderful variety of animals and themed environments that will increase their multi-sensory play-and-learn experiences. Explore each of the intriguing shapes, sounds, and textures of the animals with the children. Plus, you can also smell the soft bunny; it has a pleasing vanilla scent. When the child opens the flap there is a fun surprise - a mirror that makes your child the star of the experience.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Fine motor skills
Problem Solving
Emotional Development
Exploration
Hand-eye Coordination
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